A need for timely global regulatory intelligence

A multi-national pharmaceutical organization was struggling to efficiently communicate and standardize global regulatory intelligence across the company.

To enhance their internal abilities to remain current on the increasing and varying pre- and post-marketing pharmacovigilance (PV) requirements across countries, the PV and risk management team approached Clarivate™ to help with standardized, automated communication across their teams.

A solution tailored to the organization’s specific needs

Global distribution of html and Excel-based monthly newsletters.

The solution provided coverage for all 80 countries in Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence™ — Drugs & Biologics as well as an additional eight CIS countries.

Information provided in readily accessible and understandable formats.

Relevant PV information was provided as abstracts in English, a short summary of key changes per document, charts and statistics, and prioritized action lists.
Understanding the full scope of global regulatory intelligence for PV and risk management via customized newsletters.

Timely, accurate intelligence to support PV activities:

- enabled compliance with global regulatory requirements,
- facilitated informed PV decisions and safe marketing,
- supported evaluation of relevant aspects of their PV system and
- enabled assessments of their products and related PV issues.